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For those who wanted an early start to Komfort Kruisers annual New Year’s Bash, the party started on Wednesday, Dec 24th. The rest of the
gang arrived by Friday December 28th. All of the Wagon Master’s and helpers did another spectacular job. Everyone pitched in to make this one
of best New Year’s Eve celebrations ever. In spite of some frozen hoses for the most part, the weather was great.
Sunday the 28th the Newby, Sunderland, Bjornstad/Harris crew helped everyone get parked along with providing coffee and goodies for the early
arrivals.
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In the evening we officially started with our “pot luck” supper. As usual it was a gourmet spread from soup to dessert.

So begins the feeding
frenzy of the Komfort
Kruiser’s Eating Club
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After dinner there was time to catch up with each other and begin the puzzle. Did it get finished?

Following the potluck was Jim Cunninghams “Irish Whiskey Tasting” Many tasted, tested and retested the 6 different brands and compared notes
on which they like the best. This testing and tasting continued throughout the weekend. The merits of each whiskey was thoroughly explored.

Monday everyone was well recovered from the night before and the day was hosted by our Wagon Masters for the day, Jim and Kathie Riha, Ray
and Robin Elliott. They served an egg casserole and fresh fruit. (Yummy) Because Robin was under the weather Pam Kiely stepped right in to
assist.
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The KK meeting followed breakfast. Notice that everyone listened with rapt attention as our illustrious leader imparts words of wisdom. We
learned that Wine country RV does not want us back next year but offered their other park and after much ado and haggling by our leaders an
agreement was reached that satisfy our needs. Ruben and Eloise Renobato were voted in as our newest members

Kathie and Robin had a fascinating craft project for the ladies and any of the guys who might want to participate. Instructions were given on how
to make a “Fascinator” which is a popular style of hat worn mostly in the United Kingdom, by the Duchess of Cambridge aka Kate Middleton,
princesses and models. They were able to get all kinds of odd materials, flowers, lace, toile, etc. for us to use to decorate the hats and let me tell
you there was not a bad one in the bunch. Some were just more clever and spectacular and special than the next. With a little paste here and
little glue, here some glue, there some feathers, everywhere some flowers and you have a “Fascinator”. Witness below the talent of our members. The hat’s were modeled at the evening meal. The winners were, second place Carol McGrane and first place to Karen Schmidt. The
“fascinators” were to be the Night at the Races in the evening.
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Second
Place

The evening activities began with a cocktail hour of Mint Julep Punch Churchill Fried Chicken dinner and concluded with a day at the Kentucky
Derby Races. We had great fun cheering on our horses and there were lots of cheers and groans at the end by the winners and losers.
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RUN YOU NAGS, RUN
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Tuesday, hosted by the Cunninghams’ Windrims and McGranes began with a long line waiting for Jim’s Famous Eggs Benedict. The Wagon Masters were busy in the kitchen frying one egg after another. Everyone was served by 9:40 but no one took any pictures of the hard working group
slaving away in the kitchen. The memory of the food will have to do. In the afternoon the Windrims hosted an International Beer Tasting and
Ring Toss for Beer. There was also hot cider or eggnog for your drinking pleasure. The dinner was Polish dogs and kraut with all the fixings.
There was more puzzle work .

New Years Eve Day has finally arrived in Paso Robles. Karen and Bob Schmitt were the host for the day along with the Jerry and Nancy Lovelady, and Rich McDonald and Jamie La Pointe. There is much activity everywhere with each doing their assigned jobs. Breakfast was a French
Toast Casserole and ham. After breakfast things really moved into high gear with the setting up the room for Mardi Gras, New Orleans time, the
Silent Auction, afternoon snacks, and then folks arriving for photo followed by dinner. Karen and Bob had quite a scare when they learned the
caterer had gone out of business but like troopers they are they found someone new and better. They even wore the outfits appropriate to the
job they took on as servers. Just before dinner the silent Auction was closed and party got underway. The 50/50 was won by Teresa and John
O’Leary.
We celebrated the New Year on New Orleans time.
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New Years day dawned with everyone ready for breakfast of sausages and pancakes, mimosas and bloody marys served by the Wagon Masters
Paul and Linda Lonnquist, Brady and Joanne Bolock and Ruben and Eloise Renobato. The day was spent watching college football championship
bowl games. In the evening the refrigerators were emptied of leftover’s for a “Leftover Buffet”. The cleaning genies spiffed up the room and we
returned to our rigs to prepare for departure over the next two days. A small group went for dinner at Big Bad Bubbas BBQ on Friday night.
During the time in Paso Robles you can be sure there was a lot of time spent at the wineries tasting and testing the local faire.
Notes: Below is the recipe requested for Georgia Caviar.
If anyone found a Large Size Swiss Army Knife, with red sides please let Jim Cunningham know.
Did the puzzle get finished?
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